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1. Introduction. Relative Grothendieck rings arise naturally when one con-

siders modular representations of a finite group G, and their restrictions to some

fixed subgroup H of G. This article continues our earlier work on the subject [4],

but can be read independently of that work.

Let G be a finite group, and let O be a field of characteristic p, where we assume

p^O to avoid trivial cases. By a "(/-module" we mean always a finitely generated

left QG-module. Form the free abelian group ¿a? on the symbols [M], where M

ranges over the isomorphism classes of G-modules ; let 38 be the subgroup of ¿é

generated by all expressions [M1]-[M2]-[MZ], where M^M2 © M3. The factor

group ¿á¡31 will be called the Green ring or representation ring of G. We shall denote

it by a(G, G), in order to conform with notation to be introduced later. Define

multiplication in a(G, G) by

[M][N] = [M <g>n N],

where each g e G acts on M (g) N according to the usual formula : g(m (g) ri)

=gm ® gn. Then a(G, G) becomes a commutative ring whose identity element is

[1G], where 1G denotes the 1-representation of G

Now let

(1.1) E:0->L-+M^N->0

be an exact" sequence of G-modules, and define

(1.2) yE=[M]-[L]-[N]ea(G,G).

Denote by i(G, H) the additive subgroup of a(G, G) generated by the expressions

yE, where E ranges over all exact sequences of G-modules which are split when

restricted to H. Then i(G, H) is an ideal in a(G, G), and we define the relative

Grothendieck ring a(G, H) to be the factor ring a(G, H) = a(G, G)¡i{G, H).

When H = G, the ideal /(G, G) = 0, and in this case a(G, H) coincides with the

Green ring a(G, G) ; this explains the notation a(G, G) for the Green ring. Note

that a(G,G) is a free Z-module on the symbols [M], M=indecomposable G-

module.
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On the other hand, when H=\, the relative Grothendieck ring a(G, 1) is the

Z-free module spanned by the irreducible G-modules. Thus a(G, 1) is isomorphic

to the ring of generalized Brauer characters of G. (See [2, §82].)

There are surjective ring homomorphisms

a(G, G) -*• a(G, H),       a(G, H) -> a(G, 1).

Thus we expect that a relation [M] = [N] in a(G, H) will yield more information

about the modules M and A' than merely that they have the same Brauer characters

(and the same composition factors). On the other hand, this relation may hold

true even when M, N are not isomorphic, so that a(G, H) is easier to investigate

than the Green ring a(G, G). We hope that eventually we can use relative Grothen-

dieck rings to study modular representations of groups with noncyclic Sylow

/^-subgroups.

Our previous work [4] dealt mainly with the structure of a(G, H) when H was

a normal cyclic /^-subgroup of G. In the present paper, we drop the restrictions on

H, and obtain some "reduction formulas" which can be used in the calculation of

a(G, H). The principal results are Theorems 3.2 and 5.1.

2. Preliminary results. Throughout this paper, we assume that G is a finite

group, with subgroups H, K satisfying He K<= G, where the inclusions need not be

proper. In this section we shall give some miscellaneous propositions needed later.

The restriction map, taking G-modules into /¿-modules, induces a ring homo-

morphism

a(G, H) -> a(K, H).

On the other hand, each ^-module M determines an induced G-module MG,

given by

Ma = QG ®nK M.

If

E:0—>L—>M-^N—*0

is an exact sequence of AT-modules, there is an exact sequence of G-modules

Ea:0—>L°—>MG-^NG—*0,

where A'= 1 <g> A, /z'= 1 <g> /¿. One can find examples where E is //-split but EG

is not. However, we prove(2)

(2.1) Proposition. Suppose that G can be written as a disjoint union G=gyK u ■ • ■

u gsK, where the elements {g¡} are such that gxH\J- ■ U gsH=Hg1 u- • -u Hgs.

(This is surely possible when HAG, for example.) Then for each H-split K-exact

(2) This generalizes Lemma 2.6 of [4].
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sequence E, the G-exact sequence Ea is also H-split. In this case, therefore, the in-

duction map [M] -*■ [MG] defines an additive homomorphism a(K, H) -*> a(G, H).

Proof. We may write

LG = 2® ft ® A       M° = 2® ft ® M>
i = i i=i

and for each i,

A'(ft ® 0 = ft ® A(/),       lei.

Since the sequence £ is //-split, there exists an //-retraction of A, that is, there

exists a map p e HomH (M, L) such that pA= 1 on L. Define />' e Homn (Ma, La)

by

p'(ft ® m) = gt ® p(w),       mÉM.lli'íj.

Then p' is well defined, and p'A' = 1 on L°. It remains to prove that p is an //-

homomorphism.

Fix the integer i, l¿i¿r, and let x e //, m e M. Since xgf e //gt, the hypothesis

implies that xgi=giy for some ye H and somey, 1 íkjúr. Therefore

p'(x-(gi ® m)) = p'ixgi 0 m) = p'(gj <g> ^m) = g;- ® P(ym)

= gi ® M«) = *£( ® P(w) = xp'(gi ® w).

Hence p' is an //-homomorphism, and the proposition is established.

Given a G-module M, if there exists an //-split G-exact sequence (1.1) with

Lt¿0, ./vVO, then of course [M] = [L] + [Ar] in a(G, H). If no such sequence exists,

call M an H-simple G-module. Thus, M is //-simple if and only if no nontrivial

G-submodule of M is an //-direct summand of M. Each //-simple G-module must

be G-indecomposable. By way of illustration, we note that the 1-simple G-modules

are the irreducible modules, and the G-simple G-modules are the indecomposable

modules.

We have defined i(G, H) to be the additive subgroup of a(G, G) generated by the

expressions yE given in (1.2), where E ranges over all //-split G-exact sequences.

Let i0(G, H) be the subgroup of i(G, H) generated by those yE in which the

sequence E given by (1.1) ranges over all those //-split G-exact sequences for which

the module L is //-simple.

(2.2) Proposition. i0(G, H) = i(G, H).

Proof. It suffices to show that yE e i0(G, H) for every //-split G-exact sequence

E given by (1.1). We use induction on dim/., and remark that the result follows

from the definition of i0(G, H) when L is /f-simple. Suppose then that L is not

//-simple, so there exists a nontrivial //-split G-exact sequence

E1: 0-+U -^L^LIU^O.
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By composing the //-retractions of M onto L, and L onto U, we get an //-retraction

M -> U. Thus there is another //-split G-exact sequence

E2:0^ U-^M^MIU^O.

Finally, using the //-projection L->L\U, we obtain an //-homomorphism M-*■

L¡U, and hence also there is an //-split G-exact sequence

E3:0-+L¡U->MIU->MIL->0.

Since M/L^N, we find readily that in a(G, G) we have

Ye - YE2 + yE3-7E1-

But dim U<dimL and dim LI U< dim L, so by the induction hypothesis each

yEj e i0(G, H),j= 1, 2, 3. Therefore also yE e i0(G, //), as desired.

The remaining propositions in this section are probably well known, but since

they are not readily available in the literature, we have included their proofs for

the convenience of the reader.

(2.3) Proposition. Let E and F be finite-dimensional algebras over the field Q.,

and let £=£/rad E, where rad E is the radical of E. Define F analogously. lfÊ% Ü,

or more generally ifÊ is a separable algebra over Q, then

rad (E <g F)

where (g means (gn.

Proof. Since Ê is separable, the algebra Ê ® / is semisimple (see [2, §71]).

There is an algebra epimorphism </>: E (g F -»- Ê <g F, and ker <j> = (rad E) 0 F

+ E (g) (rad F). Clearly ker <f> is a nilpotent two-sided ideal in E ® F, and so

ker <£crad (E ® F). On the other hand, <f> carries rad {E <g F) onto a nilpotent

two-sided ideal in the semisimple algebra Ê ® F, and so rad (E ® F)<=ker </>.

This proves that rad (E <g) F) = ker </>, and establishes the proposition.

We need next some properties of outer tensor products of modules (see [2, §43]).

Let B and K be groups, M a 5-module, N a AT-module. Make M ®n N into a

(B x A^-module, called the outer tensor product of M and N and denoted by M # JV,

by setting

(x, j)(w (g) n) = xm ® yn,       x e B, y e K.

(2.4) Proposition. LetG = BxK, and let Mu M2 be B-modules, and Nu N2

K-modules. There is an Q.-isomorphism

<l>\ HomB (Mlt M2) ®n HomK (Nlt N2) s HomG (M1 # Nlt M2 # N2),

givenbyf®g-^f#g.
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Proof. If/ and g are operator homomorphisms, so is f#g. Thus <\> carries

HomB <g> Honitf into HomG. Furthermore, ^ is monic since there is an Q-iso-

morphism

(2.5)  Homn (Mu M2) ®n Homn (ßfu N2) s Homn (M1 # Nlt M2 # N2).

It remains to show that i/i is epic.

By (2.5), each u e HomG (M1 # Nlt M2 # N2) is expressible as

le

« =  2 f* # ft'       f* e Hom« (Mi> M^> ft e Hom" (^i' N*)>
i = l

and we may assume that the {/¡} are linearly independent over Q. Then

u(m ® n) = 2-^(m) ® ftW»       m e ^i' " e ̂ i-

Since u(m ® yn)=y-u(m <g> ri), y e K, we obtain

2/¡(w) ® {gi(yn)-ygi(n)} = °>       meM^neN^ye K.

But the {/} are linearly independent, so we may choose me M1 such that/i(m)^0,

f2(m)=0, ...,fk(m) = 0. This yields gi(j«)=>'gi(n), «eiVi, j-ei, so that

gi e Hom^ (N1} N2). The same holds for g2,..., gk, and we may thus rewrite u as

«  =  2/> # ft' -^ e HOm« (Ml> M2)' ft e HOmK (Ni> N*)>

where now the {g',) are linearly independent over Ü. The preceding argument can

be used again, so that each// e HomB (Mu M2). This proves that u e image of tfi,

as desired.

For a 5-module M, we put £(M) = HomB (M, M), Ê(M) = E(M)lrad E(M),

and we use analogous notation for other modules.

(2.6) Proposition. Let M be a B-module, N a K-module. Then E(M # N)^

E(M) <g> E(N), where <g) is ®n. If M and N are indecomposable, and if Ê(M)^ D,

then M # N is also indecomposable. In particular, M # N is indecomposable if M is

irreducible, N indecomposable, and Q. is a splitting field for the group B.

Proof. The first assertion follows at once from (2.4). Next, a module M is

indecomposable if and only if E(M) is completely primary (see [2, §54]), that is,

if and only if Ê(M) is a skewfield. Suppose now that M and JVare indecomposable,

and that Ê(M)zQ,. By (2.3),

^M # *> S J(E?M®®E(N)) ̂  ÊM ® *<*> = ÊW'

But £(A0 is a skewfield, whence so is Ê(M #N), and thus M# iVis indecomposable.

If M is irreducible, and Ü is a splitting field for B, then E(M)^ D, and so also

Ê(M)^Cl. This completes the proof.
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3. Excision of normal p-subgroups. We begin with a simple result which shows

how one may obtain relations in a relative Grothendieck ring. (A special case of

this lemma was used in [4, Lemma 3.5].)

(3.1) Pushout Lemma. Let M, U, V be G-modules, and let a: M-> U, ß: M^¡» V

be G-monomorphisms. Suppose that there exist H-homomorphisms 8: U-*■ V,

7? : V -*■ U making the following diagram commute :

M    g   > U

ß
Y

V

Then in a[G, H) there is a relation [V]-[VlßM] = [U] - [U¡*M].

Proof. Define the G-module X by the pushout diagram

a
M->U

8

V->X
7

so that

X = (U® V)l{(am, -ßm):me M}.

Then y and S are G-monomorphisms, and UjaM^ XjyV. Now the G-exact sequence

0 -> Vl+ X^X\yV^§is //-split if and only if there exists a map 6 e HomH ( U, V)

such that 6a=ß. Since such a map 0 exists by hypothesis, this sequence is //-split,

and so in a(G, H) we have the formula

m = [V]+[X/yV] = [V]+[UI*M].

Similarly,

m = [u]+[vißM].

Eliminating [X] between these two equations gives the desired formula in a(G, H).

(3.2) Theorem. {Excision of normalp-subgroups.) Let G be a semidirect product

PK, where P A G, P Pi K= 1, and P is a p-group. Let H<=K. Then the restriction

map <p: a(G, H) -> a(K, H) is a ring isomorphism.

Proof. Each /^-module M determines a G-module M', consisting of the same

elements as M, with the action of G defined by using the homomorphism G -*■ G/F

S K. In other words, the Ä^-module M becomes the G-module M' on which the

elements of F act trivially. The map i/>: a(K, H) -> a(G, H), given by [M] ->■ [M'],

ß
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is thus a well-defined ring homomorphism. If the subscript K denotes restriction

to K, then for each A^-module M we have

rP[M] = <p[M'] = [(M%] = [M].

Thus <p>/i=l, so in order to prove that <p is a ring isomorphism with inverse </>, it

suffices to show that </r is an epimorphism.

Let L be a G-module, and consider the element [L] e a(G, H). We shall show by

induction on dim L that [L] e image of ¡/» always. Let M be an irreducible G-

submodule of L. Since F is a normal /»-subgroup of G, F acts trivially on M;

therefore the mapping a : M -> (LK)' is a G-monomorphism. Let ß : M -> L be the

inclusion map. In order to use the Pushout Lemma, we must find //-homomorphisms

6,7] making the following diagram commute :

m —£-► (LKy

IX
Since //<= K, and (LK)' is the lifting of LK to a G-module with trivial action of F,

we may in fact choose 6 and 77 to be the identity map on L.

It follows now from (3.1) that in a(G, H) we have the equality

[L] = [(LKy]-[(LK)'l«M}+[LlßM].

The first two terms on the right lie in the image of if/, from the definition of if¡.

The last term also lies in the image of <p by the induction hypothesis, since

dim (L/ßM) < dim L. This completes the proof.

Keeping the notation used in the above proof, we note that <p and i/j have been

shown to be inverses of one another. Therefore also <l><p=l, which means that for

each G-module L, there is an equality in a(G, //): [L] = [(LK)'].

We list also the following simple consequence of the theorem.

(3.3) Corollary. Let P be any p-group. Then the restriction map a(P x //, //)

-> a(H, H) is a ring isomorphism of the relative Grothendieck ring a(P x //, H)

onto the Green ring a(H, H).

Next we give an example to show how the Excision Theorem may be used to

calculate a(G, H). Take O. any field of characteristic 2, and let G = 5"4 (symmetric

group on the symbols 1, 2, 3, 4), K= subgroup of G consisting of the permutations

on the symbols 1, 2, 3, and //={(1), (12)}. If we choose

F = {(1), (12)(34), (13)(24), (14)(23)},

then FAG, and G is a semidirect product PK. The theorem then implies that

a(G, H)^a(K, H), the isomorphism being given by restriction from G to K.
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However, H is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K, so that an exact sequence of A"-modules

is //-split if and only if it is AT-split (see [2, §63]). Therefore a(K, H)=a(K, K), and

the latter is just the Green ring of S3. Since the indecomposable ^-modules are

easily determined, the structure of a(G, H) is completely known in this case.

We conclude the section with a somewhat deeper consequence of the Excision

Theorem. Recall that a G-module M is called (G, H)-projective if M is a G-direct

summand of an induced module XG, for some //-module X. These (G, H)-

projectives generate an additive subgroup k(G, H) of the Green ring a(G, G), and

indeed k(G, H) is an ideal in a(G, G). Furthermore, it is easily found that

(3.4) k{G,H)i(G,H) = Q.

There is a ring homomorphism

K-.k(G, H)^a(G,H)

defined by composition of maps :

k(G, H) -* a(G, G) -+ a(G, G)/i(G, H) = a(G, H),

where the first map is inclusion. We have called k the Carian homomorphism for

the pair (G, //), since in the special case where //= 1, the matrix of k is the Cartan

matrix associated with the group algebra QG.

Making use of a result of Conlon [1], we now prove that k is monic. This fact

was established in [4] under the restrictive hypothesis that H A G. As we shall see,

this restriction is unnecessary. Let C be the complex field, and set

K(G, H) = C ®2 k(G, //),       A(G, H) = C®Z a(G, H),

and define A(G, G), I(G, H) analogously. There is a commutative diagram

k(G, H) -?-+ a(G, H)

a ß

> r w

K(G, H)-> A{G, H)
k'

where a, ß arise from tensoring with C, and where k is defined by composition of

maps

K(G, H) -> A(G, G) -> A(G, G)¡I{G, H) s A(G, H).

It follows at once that

(3.5) ker k' = K(G, H) n /(G, H),

while from (3.4) we have

(3.6) K(G,H)I(G,H) = 0.
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Now k(G, H) is Z-free, since it is a Z-submodule of the free Z-module a(G, G).

Therefore a is monic. To prove k monic, it thus suffices to show k monic. By Conlon

[1, Theorem 3.21(a)], K(G, H) is an ideal direct summand of A(G,G). Hence

there exists an idempotent e e A(G, G) such that K(G, H) = eA{G, G). By (3.6) we

deduce that e-I(G, H)=0. However, e acts as the identity on K{G, H), and there-

fore K(G, H) n /(G, //)=0. This completes the proof that «■' is monic, and thus

also that k is monic.

We restate our conclusion as follows.

(3.7) Proposition. The Carian homomorphism k: k(G, H) -*■ a(G, H) is monic.

Thus, if M and N are (G, H)-projective G-modules, then M~ N if and only if[M ] = [N ]

in a{G, //).

From this we may deduce

(3.8) Theorem. Let G=PK, PAG, P=p-group, Pr\K=l. Let M and N be

(G, K)-projective G-modules. Then M and N are G-isomorphic if and only if they are

K-isomorphic.

Proof. By (3.7), M^N if and only if [M] = [N] in a(G, K). From the Excision

Theorem 3.2 with H=K, it follows that the restriction map gives an isomorphism

a{G, K)^a(K, K). Thus [M] = [N] in a(G, K) if and only if [MK] = [NK] in a(K, K).

The latter equality holds if and only if MK^NK, since a(K, K) is the Green ring of

K. This completes the proof.

It would be of interest to give a direct proof of the preceding theorem.

4. Direct product with ^-free factor.   We begin with an easy result.

(4.1) Proposition. Let G = BxK be a direct product of groups, and let H^K.

Define

r:a(B,\)0za(K,H)->a(G,H)

by letting [X] (g) [M] -> [X # M], where X # M is the outer tensor product of

modules {see §2). Then r is a well-defined ring homomorphism.

Proof. In order to prove that t is well defined, we must verify two things:

(i) If 0 ->• Xx -> X2 -»- X3 -> 0 is an exact sequence of 5-modules, then for

each Ä-module M, the sequence

Q->X1#M-+X2#M^X3#M^Q

is an //-split G-exact sequence. This is indeed the case ; exactness is clear, and the

sequence is //-split since (Xt # M)H is a direct sum of (X¡ : Q) copies of MH.

(ii) lfO^L-^M->N^O is an //-split Ä"-exact sequence, then for each B-

module X, the sequence

0 -> X#L -> X# M-> X# N^ 0
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is //-split and G-exact. Again, exactness is clear; further, if ¡i: M-+L is an H-

retraction splitting the original A"-exact sequence, then 1 #/x: X# M-> X#F is

an //-retraction splitting the G-exact sequence.

This proves that t is a well-defined additive homomorphism, since we extend it

by linearity. But t is also a ring homomorphism, by virtue of the G-isomorphism

(X # M) <g (X' # M') s (X ® Z') # (M <g M'),

where (g means <gn.

For the remainder of this section, let G=A x K, where H^K, and where ^4 is

a /»-free group, that is, p does not divide [A : 1 ]. Suppose also that O is a splitting

field for A. Since K contains a Sylow /»-subgroup of G, it follows that every G-

module is (G, A^)-projective, and hence that every indecomposable G-module L is

a G-direct summand of an induced module M° for some indecomposable K-

module M (see [2, §63]). However,

M° = OG <gnK M s 04 # M s 2® C*i #'M)'

where the {Y¡} are irreducible ^-modules such that ÍL4 = 2© X,. By the last state-

ment in (2.6), each X{ # M is indecomposable; hence F must be isomorphic to

some Xt # M, and therefore [F] lies in the image of t. Since every G-module is a

direct sum of indécomposables, this proves that the map

(4.2) t : a(A, 1) ®z a(tf, //) -* fl(G, H)

is a surjective ring homomorphism in this case.

Consider for a moment the special case where H=K. Since K contains a Sylow

/»-subgroup of G, a G-exact sequence is A^-split if and only if it is G-split. Hence the

relative Grothendieck ring a(G, K) coincides with the Green ring a(G, G) in this

case, and as in (4.2) there is a surjective ring homomorphism

(4.3) r0 : a(A, 1) (gz a{K, K) -> a(G, G).

Now let X range over the distinct irreducible ^-modules, and M over the distinct

indecomposable F-modules. Then the products [X] <g [M] form a free Z-basis for

a(A, 1) (g a{K, K), and

r0:[jr]®lM]-[Jf#M].

If X# Mz X' # M', with Y, A" irreducible and M, M' indecomposable, then by

(2.4) we may conclude that Hom^ (X, X')^0, and hence that X^ X'. Furthermore,

(X# M)K is a direct sum of (X : D) copies of M, whence also M^M'. Thus the

elements [X # M] form a free Z-basis for the Green ring a(G, G), which proves

that the map t0 in (4.3) is a ring isomorphism.

We shall use this fact in proving

(4.4) Theorem. Let G = AxK, where //<= K and where A is a p-free group.

Assume that Q. is a splitting field for A. Then the map r given by (4.2) is a ring iso-

morphism.
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Proof. We have already shown that t is a ring epimorphism, and it remains to

prove that r is monic. It follows from the definition of relative Grothendieck rings

that there are two exact sequences of additive groups :

0 -> i(K, H) -* a(K, K) -*■ a(K, H) -> 0,

0 -* i(G, H) -> a(G, G) -»• a(G, H) -> 0.

We apply a(A, 1) ®z • to the first sequence; this preserves exactness since a(A, 1)

is Z-free. Therefore we obtain a commutative diagram of Z-modules, with exact

rows:

0 -> a(A, 1) ® i(K, H) -» a(A, 1) ® a(K, K) -> a(A, 1) <g> a(K, H) -> 0

to

0 -    -+ i(G, H)-y a{G, G)-> a(G, H)-     -^ 0,

where ® is ®z, and each t is given by #. The image of t1 clearly lies in i(G, H),

and we have already shown that t0 is an isomorphism. To complete the proof, it

thus suffices to show that rx is epic.

Consider any //-split G-exact sequence

£:0—>L—>M-^->N—>0

in which L is //-simple, and set yE = [M]- [L]- [N] e a(G, G). By Proposition 2.2,

such yEs generate i(G, H), and so we need only show that yE e image of tx. Since

L is an //-simple G-module, it must be G-indecomposable, and so we may write

L=X # T for some irreducible /4-module X and some indecomposable A-module

T. Let us express M as a direct sum of indecomposable G-modules, say M=

2® X{ # Tu Xi irreducible, T¡ indecomposable. Collecting terms with common first

factor, we may then write M=2® Xt # Uu where now the Xt are distinct irre-

ducible yi-modules, and the ^-modules t/¡ may be decomposable. However, there

exists a nonzero A e Hom0 (L, M), defined in the sequence E, and so by Proposition

2.4 some one of the X^s must be isomorphic to X. To fix the notation, suppose

that X^X; by (2.4), we then have À(L)cj, # f/1. Replacing L by a module

isomorphic to it, we may assume that X coincides with Xu so now we have

L = X,#T,       M = X, # U, ® 2® *i # Vb

and A: Xx # J-> A\ # Ux is a G-monomorphism. However, HomA (Xu X^O.

since Q. is a splitting field for A, and so by (2.4) we may write A= 1 # g for some

monomorphism g e HomK (T, t/j). Thus there is a G-exact sequence

1 #g
Ex : 0-> Xx # n-U Xx # C/j-> X, # coker g-> 0.
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Now let p e HomH {M, L) be an //-retraction which splits E, so that pA = 1 on

F; let Pi be the restriction of p to the summand Xx # U-l of M. Since A(F)<= x1 # Uu

we see that px\= 1 on F, and thus the sequence Ex is //-split. But then the sequence

Fj is also {A x //)-split, since H contains a Sylow /»-subgroup of A x H. Hence

there exists a map

8sWomAxH{X1#U1,X1#T)

such that 0(1 #g) = l. By (2.4) we may write 8 in the form 0=1 # f for some

/e Horn« (C/1; F); in that case it follows that fg= 1 on T. Therefore the sequence

E2: 0 —> F-^-> f/i —>coker g —> 0

is an //-split A^-exact sequence. Consequently

Yeí = Ti{[Ar1] <g yEz} e image of tj.

We are trying to prove that yE lies in the image of rx. However, in a(G, G) we

have the equations

yE = [M]-[L]-[MIL]

= {[*i # C/J+ 2 [X # C/,]}-^ # T]-{[*!# coker*]+ 2 [JT, # £/,]}

This completes the proof of the theorem.

5. Direct product in general case.   The main result of this article is as follows:

(5.1) Theorem. Let G be a direct product BxK of arbitrary finite groups B and

K, and let H<= K. Assume that the field Q. is a splittingfieldfor B and all of its subgroups.

Then the map

r: a(B, 1) ®z a(K, H) -> a(G, H)

defined by [X] (g [M] -»■ [X # M], is a ring isomorphism.

We have already shown in (4.1) that t is a ring homomorphism. Furthermore,

we have established the above theorem for the special case where the first factor B

is /»-free (see (4.4)). An easy argument, based on the material in §3, shows that the

theorem is also valid when F is a /»-group ; however, we shall not use the results of

§3 in this form, but will rely directly on Theorem 3.2.

The proof of Theorem 5.1 for the general case depends on reducing it to the two

special cases mentioned above, the key device being the Brauer Induction Theorem

(see [2, §40]). The quickest way of accomplishing this reduction is by means of

Lam's theory of Frobenius functors [3], In order to make this article self-contained,

however, we have included a direct proof of the reduction step.
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Let us begin the proof of Theorem 5.1 with a simple observation. Let Bx be a

subgroup of B, and set Gj = Bx x K; remember that G = BxK, and that //<= K.

There are restriction maps

r: a(B, 1) -». a(Bu 1),       r'\ a(G, H) -+ a(Gu H).

On the other hand, if B=\J biB1 is a coset decomposition of B, then G = \J bfix

is a coset decomposition of G. Clearly \J btH={J Hb{, so by (2.1) there exists an

induction map i"': a{Gu H) -> a(G, H), where i'[M] = [MG], M=G1-module.

Finally, there is an induction map i: a(Bu 1) -*• a(B, 1), given by i: [U] -*■ [UB],

U=B1-moduh. The induction and restriction maps are connected by the usual

Frobenius relations (see [5], for example):

(5.2) u ■ i(v) = i(r(u) -v),       ue a(B, l),ve a(Bu 1),

(5.3) x-i'(y) = i\r'(x)-y),       x e a(G, H), y e a(Gu H).

Next we note that there is a diagram consisting of two commutative squares :

a(B, 1) ®z a(K, H) —> a(G, H)

(5.4)

that is,

1 1

a(Bu 1) ®z a(K, H) —> a(Gu H)
Ti

Ti(r ® 1) = r'r,        r(/ ® 1) = i'rx.

We apply this first to the case where B=AxP,Bx = A, with A a /»-free group and

P a /»-group. There is a commutative diagram

(5.5)

a(AxP,\)®za(K,H)

r® 1

-+a(AxPxK,H)

r'

a(A, 1) ®z a(K, H)-> a(A x K, H)

Now the map r: a{A xP, 1) ->- a{A, 1) is an isomorphism, since P acts trivially on

every irreducible (A xP)-module. Thus r ® 1 is also an isomorphism. Theorem 3.2

tells us that r' is an isomorphism, while tx is an isomorphism by Theorem 4.4.

This implies that the map r in (5.5) is an isomorphism, that is,

(5.6) a(Ax/>, 1) ®za(K, H)^a(AxPxK, H).

Let 1B be the 1-representation of B. From the Brauer Induction Theorem [2,

§40] it follows that there exist elementary subgroups Ba of B, and elements
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xa e a(Ba, 1), such that

(5.7) [1B] = 2 *«(*«)   in a(B, I),
a

where ia: a(Ba, l)^-a(B, 1) is the induction map. (Actually, the theorem asserts

such a result for representations over a splitting field of characteristic zero, but this

easily implies the same result for modular representations.) Each elementary

subgroup Ba can be written as a direct product Aa x Pa, with Aa /»-free and Pa a

/»-group. By (5.6) we know that

(5.8) ra: a(Ba, 1) ®z a(K, H) -> a(Ba x K, H)

is a ring isomorphism, where ra is given by outer tensor product.

For each a, there is a diagram consisting of two commutative squares :

a(B, 1) <gz a(K, H) —^ a(B x K, H)

1 ia® 1

a(B„ 1) <gz a(K, H)-> a(Ba x K, H)

As remarked previously, the map r defined in the statement of Theorem 5.1

is a ring homomorphism. Let us show now that t is monic. Suppose that t(v) = 0,

where

v = 2 ui ® {i>     ">e a(B> 1)> *i e a(K> H>>-
i

Then for each a, 0=r'aT(v) = Ta(ra <g> l)v. Since t„ is monic, this gives {ra <g> l)t» = 0,

that is,

(5.9) 2 r«(u¿ ® *i = °-
í

Using (5.7), (5.2) and (5.9), we obtain

» = v{[lB] ® [Ik]} = (2 «i ® '>)(2 '■(*«) ® i1*])

= 2 (mw«(*«)) ® o ■ 2 '«('■«("*)•*<*) ® ̂
i.a i.a

= 2 ((*« ® o-{(2 r«(«i) ® *>)•(*« ® o}) = o.

This completes the proof that t is monic.

In order to show that r is epic, we note first that by (5.7),

[1G] = <[lB] ® [lK]} = r{2 Uxa) ® [1,]}

= t 2 0'« ® 1)(*« ® [IjtD = 2 ï«TM>
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where ya = xa ® [1^]. Therefore for u e a(B x K, H) we have (by (5.3))

u = m-[1G] = «• 2'>«(>>«)

= ^[ïa{r'M-Ta(ya)}.
a

But for each a the map ra is epic, and so there exists an element

za e a(Ba, 1) ® a(K, H)

such that r'a(u) ■ Ta(ya) = Ta(za). Hence

w = 2 ^t«(z«) = r{2 (*« ® 1)z«}>

that is, m lies in the image of t. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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